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I Which row states the correct Sl unit for temperature and amount of substance?

temperature amount of substance
A
B
c
D

'c
'c
K
K

kg
mol
kg

mol

A ball is released from rest above a horizontal surface. The graph shows how the velocity
of the bouncing ball varies with time.

2

At which point on the graph does the ball reach its maximum height after the first bounce?

velocity
D

0

time

Car X travels at a constant speed V along a straight road. At time = 0 s, it passes car Y
which immediately accelerates uniformly from rest to speed 2V. Cil Y then decelerates
unifonnly to rest in the same amount of time that it takes to accelerate from rest.

2V car Y

speed

car X

0
OPOR S

time

Which statement is correct?

A At time Q, car Y has travelled twice as far as car X.
B At time R, both cars have the same acceleration.
C Both cars have the same average speed from time = 0 s to S.D The average speed of car Y is greater than car X from time = 0 s to S.

A
c

3

I

I
I

I
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4

time

A lt decreases and then becomes zero.
B lt decreases and then remains constant (non-zero)
C ll increases and then becomes zero.
O lt increases and then remains constant (non-zero).

An elevator of mass 250 kg is moving downwards with a constant deceleration of
2.0 m/s2. The gravitational lield strength is 10 N/kg.

What is the tension in the cable of the elevator?

A 750 N B 2000 N c 2500 N D 3000 N

An alloy consists of 25% metal P and 75% metal O by volume. The densities of P and Q
arc p and O.5p, respectively.

What is the density of the alloy?

A O.25p B 0.50p C 0.63p D O.75p

5

6

The diagram shows how the resultant force acting on a rockel varies with time.

resultant force

Which of the following describes how the velocity of the rocket changes with time?

0
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7 An object of mass 20 kg weighs 400 N on Planet P. The gravitational field strength on
Planet P is five times that on Planet Q.

What is the mass and weight of the object on Planet Q?

mass of obiect on Planet Q / kg weiqht of obiect on Planet Q / N
A
B
c
D

4
4
20
20

20
80
20
80

A barrel of weight 1 00 N and diameter 1 .0 m is rested against a step of height 10.0 cm as
shown in the diagram. O is the centre of the barrel.

barrel

10.0 cm A

What is the smallest horizontal force F needed to push the barrel over the step?

A 25N B 4ON C 75N D 1OON

8

F
m
a-
o

1 0
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9 The diagram shows a non-uniforrn 100 cm rod of mass 40 g pivoted at the 60 cm mark,
and kept in equilibrium by two suspended masses of 40 g and 60 g respectively.

0 cm 20 cm 60 cm 100 cm

Where is the centre of gravity of the rod?

A at the 20 cm mark
C at the 60 cm mark

B
D

at the 40 cm mark
at the 80 cm mark

10 A piece of plasticine resllng on a lable exerts a pressure on the table. The plasticine can
be remoulded into different shapes, each with a different base area resting on the table.

Which graph shows the relationship between pressure exerted by the plasticine on the
table and its base area?

pressure pressure

base area base area

pressure pressure

base area base area

BA

Dc

40s 60s
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11 Two mercury barometers X and Y are placed beside each other in a room. The height of
the mercury column in X is slightly lower than that in Y.

What is a possible reason for the difference in height of the mercury columns?

A The atmospheric pressure is different.
B There is air in the space above liquid X.
C The diameter of the tube of X is larger than that of Y.
D Barometer X is slightly tilted while barometer Y is upright

12 A golf ball travels horizontally in the direction shown.

5cm
golf ball

15 cm_->

X

Assume that no kinetic energy is transfened to thermal energy or sound, and the
gravitational field strength is 10 N/kg.

What is the minimum speed the golf ball must have at point X to enable it to reach point
Y?

A 1.0 m/s B 1.4 m/s C 1.7 m/s D 2.0 m/s

13 An electric motor is used to raise a weight of 2.5 N through a vertical height of 40 cm in a
time of 2.0 s.

motor

i
2.5 N

The motor has an efficiency ot 40%.

What is the electrical power supplied to the motor?

A 0.20w B 1.3W C 80W D SOOW
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14 A substance consists of particles that are close together and moving past each other at
random. The average speed of the particles is gradually decreasing.

Which statement best describes the substance?

A a sotid melting
B a solid being cooled
C a liquid freezing
D a liquid being cooled

15 Air is pumped slowly into a car tyre to increase the pressure in the car tyre. The
temperature of the air in the car tyre does not change.

Which row is correct?

average speed
frequency of collisions

with walls
A
B
c
D

increases
increases

unchanged
unchanqed

decreases
increases
decreases
increases

16 The diagram shows a metal saucepan containing water and placed on a hot plate. After
some time, the air at point X becomes hot.

metal saucepan water

hot plate

What are the maln ways by which thermal energy travels through the different mediums?

x

through the base
of the saucepan

through the water through the air

A
B
c
D

conduction
conduction

radiation
radiation

convection
radiation

convection
convection

convection
convection
conduction
convection
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17 Two metal blocks are placed beside each other. Block X has a temperature of 500 "C
while block Y is at room temperature.

Which method can increase the rate of heat transfer between the blocks through radiation?

A connect the blocks using a copper rod
B paint block X black
C paint block Y white
D remove allthe air between the blocks

18 A mercury-in-glass thermometer and a resistance thermometer are both calibrated using
the same fixed points of 0 "C and 100 'C.

When the thermometers are used to measure the temperature of a body, the temperatures
measured on both thermometers will be exactly the same

A for all temperatures between 0 "C and 100 "C only.
B for any temperature.
C only at room temperature.
D only at the fixed points.

19 A centimetre scale is fixed next to an unmarked mercury-in-glass thermometer. The ice
point and the steam point are marked.

thermorneter
ice point steam. point

centirnetre 8.6

What is the temperature shown on the thermometer?

A 44"C B 56"C C 66'C D 86"C

5678 I
I 91011121
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20 Equal masses of three liquids P, Q and R are heated from room temperature. Each liquid
is supplied with heat at the same rate.

The graph shows how the temperature of each liquid varies with time after heating starts

temperature

0

0 time

Whal can be deduced from the graph?

A P has the highest melting point.
B Q has the largest speciflc heat capacity.
C R gains the least internal energy.
D R has the smallest specific latent heal of vaporisation

21 Which of the following could increase the rate of evaporation of a liquid?

1 decreasing the humidity surrounding the liquid
2 decreasing the surface area of the liquid
3 increasing the mass ofthe liquid
4 increasing the temperature ofthe liquid

A 'l and2
B 1and4
C 2and3
D 'l,3and4

P

o

R
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M 12cm N

lf the wavefront at position M takes 2.0 s to travel to position N, what are the wavelength
and frequency of the wave?

lllll
wavelenqth / cm frequency / Hz

A
B
c
D

2.4
2.4
4.8
4.8

23 The diagram shows a transverse wave on a rope at a particular instant. The wave is
travelling from right to left.

direction of wave travel ,.4. PnVV
Which of the following describes the direction of motion of the points P and Q at this
instant?

point P point Q
A
B
c
D

downward
downward

upward
upward

downward
upward

downward
upward

22 The wavefronts of a wave are shown below.

2.5
3.0
3.0
2.5
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24 The diagram shows a man standing at position M in front of a plane mirror

plane
mtrror x moves 3.0 m away

M

lf the man moves 3.0 m away from the mirror, the new distance between the man and his
image is 12.0 m.

What is the value of x?

A 1.0m B 2.0m C 3.0m D 4.0m

25 A ray of light enters a glass block at an angle of incidence i and has an angle of refraction
r in the glass.

l

Different values ot i and r are measured, and a graph of sin i against sin r is plotted.

Which graph is conect?

ABCD
srn I stn,

1 1

000

1

0.5

,|

0.5 0.5

0

0.5

0 0.5 1

sin r
00.5 1 0.5 1

sin r
00.5 1

srn r
0

sin r

I

stn r stn,

glass
block
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26 Which one of the following is not a correct use of the stated electromagnetic wave?

electromagnetic wave use
A
B
c
D

X-rays
radio waves

infra-red radiation
ultraviolet radiation

detection of cracks in buildings
optical fibres
intruder alarm

sterilisation

27 A sealed container contains three different substances as shown: helium gas, water and
aluminium. A source which emits sound waves is located at the base of the container.

container

source emitting sound

Which of the following is true?

A The sound waves travel with the same amplitude in all the subslances.
B The sound waves travel with the same frequency in all the substances.
C The sound waves travel with the same speed in all the substances.
D The sound waves travel with the same wavelength in all the substances

28 An ultrasound is transmitted vertically downwards onto the seabed and reflected back
The diagram shows the pulses captured on a cathode ray oscilloscope (c.r.o-).

1 cm,

1cm

The time base of the c.r.o. is set at 400 ms/cm and the speed of the ultrasound in water
is 1500 m/s.

What is the depth of the sea?

A 1800m B 3600m C 3750m D 600000m

'ffi-------IIIIIITTIIIIII

I I

helium gas

water

aluminium



29 The diagram shows the direction of electric field lines around an isolated point charge Q.

lf a charged object R is placed in the position shown, it experiences a force to the right

force

What are the charges of Q and R?

o R
A
B
c
D

negative
negative
positive
positive

negative
positive
negative
positive

30 A wire has a resistance of 8 o. A second wire, made of the same material, has half the
length and twice the diameter.

What is the resistance of the second wire?

A 1f) B2A c 8c) D 16C,

31 A driver parks his car but forgets to tum off the car headlights. The 12 V car battery stores
a total charge of 3.4 x 105 C and the power of the headlights is 95 W.

How long does it take for the battery to lose all its charge?

A 1.1 x103s B 3.6 x'103s C 4.3x104 s D 2.7 x10a s

BP-?47

I
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32 Four resistors are arranged in a circuit as shown.

6V-
ts---l

,()

3c)

What is the potential difference across the 2 o resistor?

A 1.33V B 2.00V C 2.66V

S

1c)

33 A student sets up a circuit, complete with fuses, as shown below. F1 has a rating of 10 A
while F2 and F3 each has a rating of 2 A.

Ft 10 A)

Fz (2 A) Fa (2 A)

6V 3C!

lf switch S is closed, which fuse(s) in the circuit will melt?

A F2 only B F3 only C F2 and F3 only D Fr , Fz and Fg

3C)

I

D 3.00 v

I

I

il

I
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34 Which circuit shows how a lamp and a switch should be connected in a household lighting
circuit?

35 The following shows a three-pin plug of a kettle whose live wire has not been connected
properly.

earth wire fuse

neutralwire live wire

cable grip

The exposed copper wires of the live wire touch the neutral pin

Which of the following will occur?

A The metal casing of the kettle will be at a high potential and poses an electrical
hazard.

B The cunent increases and the fuse will blow to prevent any electrical hazard.
C The live wire will divert the high current to the ground to prevent any electrical hazard.
D The neutral wire will divert the high current to the ground to prevent any electrical

hazard.

BA
L

N

L

N

Dc
LL

NN

r"-)
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36 Four magnetic fields are shown

12

37

3 4

Which row shows the objects that matches these fields?

1 2 3 4
flat circular coil
flat circular coil

long straight wire
long straight wire

bar magnet
solenoid

flat circular coil
solenoid

solenoid
bar magnet
bar magnet
bar magnet

long straight wire
long straight wire

solenoid
flat circular coil

The diagram shows a negatively charged particle moving towards the right and entering a
uniform magnetic field.

J
\

\

{

direction of travel
O*

What is the direction of the magnetic force on the particle?

A upwards
B downwards
C into the diagram
D out of the diagram

uniform
magnetic
field

A
B
c
D
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38 Three parallel wires X, Y and Z are fixed at three corners of a square. They carry the same
current in the directions shown.

ln which direction is the force on wire Z?

D

B <--

A

39 The diagram shows an experimental set-up.

output

What is the application of the set-up and component X?

X

c

z

x

application component x
A
B
c
D

a.c. generator
a.c. generator

d.c, motor
d.c. motor

slip ring
split-ring commutator

slip ring
split-rinq commutator

Y@
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40 An idealtransformer is connected to a240 V a.c. supply. The primary coil has 1000 turns
while the secondary coil has 50 turns. The output voltage is connected to a lamp of
resistance 10 O.

240 V 10 C,

What is the current passing through the lamp?

A 1.2A B 24A C 48A

END OF PAPER

D 12OA
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1

SECTION A
Answer all the questions in this section

Fig. 1.1 shows a man of mass 70 kg jumping vertically upwards. He takes a time of
0.50 s to rise from his lowest position and leaves the ground with a speed of 1.2 m/s.

man at lowest position man just leaves the ground

Fig. 1.1

The gravitational field strength is 10 N/kg.

(a) Determine the average acceleration of the man during this time.

acceleration = t1I

(b) Hence, determine the average force acting on the man by the ground

force = l2l

(c) The force in (b) and the weight of the man are not an action-reaction pair.

Describe the other force that is a part of the action-reaction pair with the force in
(b), and state the body on which it acts.

t1l
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2 A submarine of mass of 2.2 x 106 kg descends from the surface of the sea to a depth of
500 m.

The density of sea water is 1025 kg/m3 and atmospheric pressure is 1.0 x 105 Pa. The
gravitationalfield strength is 10 N/kg.

(a) Calculate the increase in pressure on the submarine due to the seawater at 500 m
below the surface of the sea.

increase in pressure . . t1I

(b) A hatch cover on the submarine has an area of 2.5 m2. Calculate the total force
exerted on the cover when the submarine is at a depth of 500 m below the surface
of the sea.

total force = .... 121

(c) ln reality, the temperature, salinity and density of seawater varies with depth as
shown in Fig. 2.1.

temperature / oC salinity / ppt density / kg 6-s
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 34 35 36 37 38 LA24 1025 trCI3&

0

Fig.2.1

Without further calculation, suggest, with a reason, how the information shown in
Fig.2-l would affect your answer to (b).

E

-L.ooE

t1I
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3 (a) Fig. 3.1 shows a uniform metre rule of mass 0.'15 kg pivoted at the 60 cm mark. A
4.0 N weight is suspended from one end of the rule, causing the rule to rotate about
the pivot.

uniform metre rule

pivot

weight

4.0 N
Fig. 3.1

Determine the resultant moment about the pivot, at the instant when the rule is
horizontal. The gravitational field strength is 10 N/kg.

resultant moment = t21

(b) A block is placed on a rErmp as shown in Fig 3.2

weight of
block

Fig. 3.2

At the position shown in Fi9.3.2, the block is at rest.

(i) State two other forces acting on the block in Fig 3.2.

t1I

(ii) Using the concept of moments, explain why the block topples when the ramp
is tilted further.

t1I
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4 Fig. 4.1a and Fig.4.1b show a female gymnast of mass 50 kg on a trampoline. At position
A in Fig.4.1a, the gymnast is at her lowest position and starts to rise.

She passes position B in Fig 4.2b with a speed of 8.0 m/s and reaches her maximum
height at position C.

The gravitational field strength is 10 N/kg

Y
ststched
springs B

Fig.4.la Fig.4.'lb

(a) State the form of energy stored in the stretched springs shown in Fig. 4.1a

t1l

(b) The gymnast moves through a height of 0-30 m from A to B

By considering the changes in energy, determine the energy stored in the stretched
springs at A.

energy =.....

(c) Calculate the dislance moved by the gymnast from B to C

l2l

distance = l2l

(d) Another male gymnast of a grsatsr mass uses the trampoline. He also passes B
with a speed of 8.0 m/s and reaches his maximum height at C'.

State and explain whether the distance moved by the male gymnast from B to C' is
different from your answer to (c).

t1I
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5 A cylinder that contains a fixed amount of gas is shown in Fig. 5.1

piston

cylinder

Fig.5.l

The cylinder is fitted with a piston that moves freely.

(a) Explain howthe gas molecules creale a pressure

l2l

(b) The gas is heated to a higher temperature

Explain, using the kinetic model of matter, how the gas pressure can remain
constant as the gas is heated.

t3I

gas
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6 Fig. 6.'1 shows the positions of particles in a medium at a particular instant when a sound
wave, travelling from left to right, passes through the medium. Before the wave anives,
the particles are equally spaced at their original undisturbed positions as indicated by the
vertical lines.

The speed of sound in the medium is '1500 m/s.

P

Jl.t,
1cm

Fig. 6.1

(a) Explain how Fig. 6.1 shows that sound wave is a longitudinal wave.

a a a a

Ro

a a a a a

I1I

(b) On Fig. 6.1, indicate the amplitude of the wave by drawing an arrow from the
equilibrium position of one of the particles to its maximum displacement.

t1l

(c) Calculate time taken for the wave at position Q to travel to position R.

time taken . . .. .. . .. .. . . l2l

(d) A softer sound with a lower pitch now passes through the medium-

Describe how the movement of the particle at position P will change, if at all.

t1l

l.
I
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7 Fig. 7.'l shows a converging lens AB with principal focus F. XY is an object placed in
front of the lens.

B

Fig.7.1

(a) On Fig. 7.1, draw a ray diagram to locate the position of the image of XY. Labelthe
image 1.

l2l

(b) State the properties of the image obtained

.,... tlI

F

Y

x
F
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I A plastic rod becomes negatively charged after it is rubbed with a cloth.

The charged plastic rod is placed on an insulator on top of a balance. The balance shows
a reading of 32.8 g.

An uncharged metal rod is then held above the plastic rod but not touching it, as shown
in Fig. 8.1. The hand provides an earthing mechanism for the metal rod.

plastic rod metal rod
hand

insulator

Fig. 8.1

(a) Explain why the plastic rod becomes negatively charged after it is rubbed with the
cloth.

... ..t1I

(b) State and explain the charge on the metal rod, if any, when it is held above the
plastic rod as shown in Fig. 8.1 .

t2l

(c) Hence, state and explain how the reading on the balance will change from its initial
value of 32.8 g, when the metial rod is held above it.

reading

. 11I

I
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9 Fig. 9.1 shows an electrical setup for an alarm bell. Assume that the alarm bell draws
negligible current from the circuit.

+ 20.0 V

TR1

OV

Fig.9.1

Fig. 9.2 shows the variation of the resistance of the thermistor TR1 with temperature

Thermistor's resistance i f)

100

0
20 40 60 BO

Temperature/ oC

Fig.9.2

(a) lf the thermistor TR1 is at a temperature of 45 oC, determine

(i) the resistance of the thermistor,

resistance = .... t1l

2

Alarm Bell50o

\

_l

TR2

TR1

(ii) the current in the thermistor.

0

current = t1I
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(b) The alarm bell is triggered when the potential difference across it is greater or equal
to 5.0 V.

Determine the temperature range thal will trigger the alarm bell.

temperature range = ............... .............. .. l2l

(c) The thermistor TR1 is replaced by thermistor TR2, whose resistance-temperature
graph is shown in Fig. 9.2.

State how your answer to (b) would change.

.. t1I



t0 Fig. 10.1 shows a d.c. motor with a rectangular coil ABCD mounted on an axle and
placed between the poles of a permanent magnet. The coil is rotating clockwise, as seen
by the observer.

/--;\
axle ,'

C

north po le south pole

A

Fig. 10.'l

(b) The coil is able to rotate about the axle continuously because of a split-ring
commutator, which is not shown on Fig. 10.'1 .

With reference to side AB of the coil, explain how the split-ring commutator ensures
that the rotatibn continues.

l2l

(c) The coil rotates from the position shown in Fig. 10.1 by 90'.

State and explain how the moment experienced by the coil changes

B

D

t2t

BP-264

observerh'

(a) On Fig. 1 0.1 , draw the direction of current flowing through sides AB and CD of the
coil. t1I
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11 Fig. 11.1 shows high voltage cables being used to transmit electrical energy.

power
station transformer transforrner

i.t

Fig. 11.1

(a) State the function of transformer B.

(b) Explain why high voltages are used to transmit electrical power

(c) Fig. 11.2 shows a transformer.

24OV/\r output

Fig.11.2

Explain how an e.m.f. is induced in the secondary coil

g

t1I

lzt

tr]E
anD

.1"..',, ", 
r'i -1:t.

.;r)iij,;:i;ii,!i

,'i,'.,.iili]'t'+li,

cables

E : il .igE$

t2t
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12

SECTION B
Answer all the questions in this section.

Answer only one of the two alternative questions in Question 14.

Fig. 12.1 shows an experimental setup used to determine the specific heat capacity and
specific latent heat of vaporisation of liquid X.

A data logger, equipped with voltage sensors, is connected to the thermocouple
comprising hot and cold junctions. The hot junction of the thermocouple is placed inside
an insulated copper container filled with liquid X. The cold junction is placed inside
another container of melting ice, kept at a steady temperature of 0 'C.

data logger

* pOW€t"

- supply

,!
F.

,}
v

k

!.:

I

outlet for steam
to escape

liquid X

heater

insulation

copper container

melting ice

cold junction
kept at 0 "C

hot junction

Fig.12.'l

Table 12.2 shows the data relevant to the setup.

Table 12.2

power of heater 800 w

initial mass of liquid X 0.50 kg

mass of copper container 0.80 kg

specific heat capacity of copper 400 J kg-t "g-t
voltage reading shown on data logger when the hot
junction is placed in pure steam and the cold junction is
placed in melting ice at 0 oC

8.0 mV
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Fig. 12.3 shows the variation with time f of the voltage V recorded on the data logger
when the heater is switched on at t = 0 s. Both the copper container and liquid X are
initially at the same temperature.

V lmV

6.0

0 f/s
-0.2 300

Fig. 12.3

(a) Show that the temperature of liquid X at I = 0 s is -2.5 'C.

t2)

(b) (i) At t = 300 s, liquid X starts to boil at 75'C.

Calculate the specific heat capacity of liquid X.

500

specific heat capacity = t3l
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(ii) At t = 500 s, the heater is switched off and the mass of the liquid X lefr in the
copper conlainer is found to be 0.30 kg.

Calculate the specific latent heat oi vaporisation of liquid X

specilic latent heat of vaporisation = t2l

(iii) State one assumption you made in your calculations for (i) and (ii)

t1l

(c) Explain why the temperature of liquid X does not rise from 300 s to 500 s, even
though thermal energy is still being supplied by the heater.

12)
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13 A student stands near the edge of a cliff. He throws a ball upwards with a velocity of
4.0 m/s, at a height of 1 .0 m from the top of the cliff, as shown in Fig. 13.1 . The ball rises
vertically over a short distance and then falls.

highest point
of the motion

1.0 m

path of ball

Fig. 13.1

Fig. 13.2 shows the displacement-time graph and Fig. '1 3.3 shows the velocity-time graph
of the ball for the first 1.0 s of the motion. Air resistance is negligible in the first 1.0 s of
the motion, The gravitational field strength is 10 N/kg.

displacement
from cliff top / m

1.0

time / s
1.0

Fig. 13.2

velocity / m s-1

4.0

time / s
1.0

m/s4.0

H

0 t

0 t

Fig. 13.3

I

I
I

I

i -.-
I



(a) At time f, the ball reaches its maximum height H from the cliff top

(i) State the velocity of the ball at time t and explain how this value can be
derived from the graph in Fig. 13.2.

t1l

(iD By drawing a free-body diagram of the ball, show that the magnitude of its
acceleration at time f is '10 m s-2.

l2t

BP - 270

t2l

(iv) Hence, determine the maximum height H from the cliff top

(iiD Using Fig. 13.3 and your answer to (ii), determine time t.
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(b) The ball continues to fall after 1.0 s. The effect ofair resistance becomes significant
and the ball eventually falls at terminal velocity.

(i) Explain, in terms of forces acting on the ball, how the acceleralion of the ball
changes from time = 1.0 s until terminal velocity is reached.

l2l

(i0 The mass ofthe ball is 15 g.

Determine the maximum air resistance acting on the ball.

maximum air resistance = t1l
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14 EITHER

(a) Fig. 14.1 shows the path of a ray of blue light as it passes through a glass prism.

45'.

atr

glass

Fig. 14.1

(i) Determine the criticai angle.

critical angle =

B

t2t

(ii) Explain why the light ray does not emerge from the prism at B.

t11

(iii) Suggest and explain what would be observed if the ray of blue light is
replaced with white light.

t21
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(iv) Fig. 14.2 shows a second ray of blue light striking the prism at point C. The
second ray of light is parallel to the first ray.

45*

arr c

glass

Fig. 14.2

On Fig. 14.2, continue the path of the second ray through and out of the
glass prism.

Lzl

(b) The ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spedrum mntains two sections, UVA
and UVB. The wavelength range of UVA radiation is from 320 nm to 400 nm and
the wavelength range of UVB radiation is from 280 nm to 320 nm.

(i) UVA radiation is used in sunbeds.

Suggest why the amount of ultraviolet radiation used is carefully controlled

t11

(iD Calculate the lowest frequency of UVA radiation

lowest frequency = ... .t1l

has(iiD Name another region in the electromagnetic spectrum which
frequencies higher than those of UVB radiation.

t1l
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14 0R

(a) When the switch S is closed as shown in Fig. 14.3, the ammeter reading is 2.0 A.

22V 9.0 rt

3.0 f,} S

(i)

Fig. 14.3

Calculate the potential difference across the 9.0 o resistor.

potential difference .....-... I1I

(ii) Determine the cunent in the 3.0 O resistor.

current = t2t

(iii) Determine the resistance of the lamp.

resistance = tzt

(iv) Switch S is now opened.

State and explain how the brightness of the lamp will change.

t2)



(b) All refrigerators sold in Singapore must carry energy labels which will show the
number of "Green Ticks" awarded to them. A fridge with more Green Ticks is more
energy-efficient than one with fewer Green Ticks.

Table 14.4 shows some data of fridges and the number of Green Ticks that they
are awarded. The Annual Energy Consumption is the amount of energy the fridge
would consume if it is used continuously for an entire year.

Table 14.4

Fridge Green Ticks Volume / litre Annual Energy
Consumption / kWh

A 200 508
B 3 200 452
C z 697
D J 400 549

(i) Calculate the power, in W, consumed by Fridge A in a year.

Power = w [1]

(ii) Agnes is considering buying either Fridge C or Fridge D. Fridge D costs $200
more than Fridge C.

Assuming that the lifespan of each fridge is I years and the mst of electricity
is $0.29 per kWh, determine which fridge Agnes should buy in order to save
cost in the long term, and state the total cost saving over 8 years if she buys
that particular fridge over the other one.

fridge to buy =

total cost saving =

END OF PAPER

t21
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eS2S 4E Phyeics FrsNir* Exan* Sotrutisrr

Papsr I

Fllnltiptc Choiee ftuaetion* [4* marksJ

P$psr 2
$pte;
fiedu* one mark overallfor incsrrect significant fryures.
Seduct one mark avorall for no unlt or inconect unit.

$ection A: Structured Questions [Stl rnarksJ

j U 1t U *4 3'! f;
L 13 r &Z A Q+a&

s C 13 B ?3 s3
4 f\

,,J 14 U g4 C 34
n "tt LJ HS 3$ il

6 tr t# A .rta TJ 3S C
7 h

IJ 1T ftU x7 t5 37
I C ts r} x& 3S il
s B

,t €! TJ *$ .3Y ,{
'l* D 2S B ss A 4S A

Qn Sslutiort Mark
1{a} 1"2-04*-* - o.go

a *2.4 m s-2 l1l

r{b} N*W =lfiO
N-(70x10)=7Ox2.4
lV=868 N

t1l
l1I

1{c} Forcp gJr.thq qround by the man, acting verticaily downwards. t1i

2(aI Increase in pressure = 500(1025X10)
= 5.13 x 1F Pa 111

2(bl Total pressure = 5.13 x 106 + 1.0 x 105

= 5.23 x 108 pa

Total force = (5.23 x 106)(2.5)
= 1.31 x 107 N

11l,

t1I

2(cI Since the densitv of seawater inqrea;es with deoth, the increase in
pressure on the submarine at a deph of 500 m would be qreaterthan
5,13 x 106 Pa. Hence the totalforce exerted on the hatch cover wauld
be slightly greFtef.

i1l

3{a} Resultant moment = 4.0(S.40) * (0.15X10X0.10)
=1.45Nm

11I

t1l

1

https://freetestpaper.com/
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3(bxi) 1. Normal contact force exerted by the ramp on the block
2, Friction exerted by the ramp on the block t1l

3{bxii}

contact force

weighl of
bloc*

When the ramp is tilted further, the anticlockwise Eonlent produged by
the nqrmal contact force exerted by the ramp on the block about point
X is greater than the clockwise n?Ement oroduced bv the weiglrt of the
block about X. Hence the block topples.

I1l

,t(a) Elastic potential energY t1l

4(b) loss in e.p.e. - gain in k.e. + gain in g.p.e,

e.p.e. at A = (sox10x0.3o) -[;. 50* E.0')

e.p-e- at A :1750 J

t1l
conservation
of energy

t1l

4(c) Ioss in k.e. = gain in g p e,

1x 50, 8.02 = 50 x 10 x Ir
2
h =3.2m

[1

[1

4(d) Since loss in k.e. = gain in g.p.e,, the factor mass m cancels on both
sides of the equation, such that f = Zgh. Hence, h onty depends on v
and so the distance moved is the same.

[1] any
reasonable
answer

5(a) The gas molecules collide with the walls of the cylinder and piston, and
exert an averaire force on the walls.
The averaqe -force per uo[ area exerted by the gas molecules on the
walls is the gas pressure.

t1I

tll

5(b) As the temperature of the gas increases, the kinetic energy and average
speed of the gas molecules increase. Since the force of collision and
the rate of collision of the gas molecules with the walls of the cylinder
and piston increase, the gas pressure increases beyond atmospheric
prsssure.
A net force is exe(ed by the gas molecules exerted on the piston,
causing the piston [g move outward towards the riqht as the gas
expands. This results in a decrease in tlle number of gas rnolecules per

unit volume.
The rele of collision decreases and therefore the preF.$Ure of the gas
d.ecreases until it reaches its oriqinal pre-qsure before it was heated (i,e.
atmospheric pressure).

nl

1 II

ll1

6{a} The particles in the medium vibrate in a direction that is parallel to the
direction of wave travel.

i1l

2
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6(b)
P

ttil.
K-->l l.f[ -1.

a

J .l . l-__ltrtl a

R

a

1 crn

Il l

6(c) Distance from Q to R = 6.0 cm = 0.060 m

Dist
I tme taKen = 

-
Speed

0.060: 
1500

: 4.0 x 10-s s

Or

Wavelength =2x6=12cm
.t"V=-
T

15oo = 9'12
T

f =8.0x10-5 s

Time taken = I/2
= (8,0 x 10'5l,12

= 4.0 x 10-5 s

I1I

I1I

6(d) The particle willvibrate with a smaller amplitude and more sJowly. t1l

7(al
.\*

I

I

A

F
x

F

Rays correctly drawn with arrows and extended backwards with dotted
lines: [1]
lmage correctly located, labelled and drawn with dotted lines: [1]

l?1

7(b) The image is virtual, upright and magnified. I I1

3
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8(a) The cloth transfers its eleqtrons to the plastic rod during the rubbing
process. Hence the plastic rod becomes negatively charged.

t1l

8tb) When the metal rod is held above the plastic rod, the nesative
charoes in the plastic rod will the electrons in the metal rod.

These electrons will flow ffom the metal rod to the earth through the
hand, leaving behind the positive charges in the metal rod.

Therefore the metal rod will become positivelv charqed

t1 l

t1l

8(c) Attractive forces between the neqativqlv4halgqd plastic rod and the
oositivelv charqed metal rod will result in an upward force exerted on
the rod.

Hence the req4tng on the balance will decrease t1l

e(aXi) Resistance = 95 Q
Accept resistance between 95 Q and 97 O.

t1l

e(aXii) Current = 20 l(95 + 50)
= 0.138 A t1l

e(b) . 50 *20:5
50+R
R=150(l

From Fig. 9.2, when resistance of thermistor is 150 Q, its temperature
is 13 "C.
Hence temperature range is l-L 99.-and-ebgye.

tu
t1l

s(c) The alarm betlwitl be triggered at a ternperature range greater oJ

equ-alto 31 qQ

Accept minimum temperature between 30 oC and 31 oC.

11l

10(a)

axle 7"
C

north south pole

A D

obserrerE

IrI

4
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10(b) The function of the split-ring commutator is to reverse the direction of
the current alonq side AB everv half a revolqtio.q. This occurs whenever
the cornmutator changes contact frorn one brush to the other.
The force acting on AB uaillphanqe to downwards, and this ensures that
the coil will always turn in one direction

t1l

t1l

10(c) As the coil turns, the moment decreases from its maximum value to
zerc.
This is because of a decrease in the perpendicular distance frotr the
axle to the line_of action of the force.

t1l

t1l

11{a} t1l

1r(b) At high voltages, the c_urrent flowing throuqh the transmtssion cables
will be smaller.
Hence, the oower wasted in the transmission cables will be reduced.

1t l

1 lt

11(c! The alternating cunent in the primarv coil creates a changino maqnetic
field throuqh the soft iron cote.
The secondary cnil hence experiences a ctgnge in rnagnetic flux and
so an e.m.f. ls induced.

I1I

tll

Section B: Structured Questions [30 marks]

SolutionQn Mark
1z(al eq.L0

Le L0'
EE,
100-0 e-o

=-8.O 4.2
0 =-2,5 oC

t1l

t1l

12(bXi) heat supplied by heater = heat gained by copper container + heat
gained by liquid X
800x300 - [o.aox 400*(zs- (-2.s))] *[o.so,.c *(zs -(-2.s))]
c r 5550 J kg-' 'g-t

[1] for heat
supplied by
heater
[1] for heat
gain by
copper
container &
liquid X
[1]answer

12(bxii) Heat supplied by heater = heat gained by liquid X
800x200:0.20x1,
l, =8.ox105 J kg-1

11I

l1I

12(bXiii) All heat supplied by the heater is gained by the copper container and
liquid X. No heat is lost to flre sunoundings.

tlI

5

I

To step down the voltaqe.
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12(c) The heat absorbed by liquid X is used to overcome the forces of
attraction and separate the pq,rticles further.
The interr.ral potential increases but the internal kinetic enerqy remains
constant and so the temperature does not change.

t1l

t1l

13{aXi} The velocity is-zero. The qradient of the displacement{ime-qraph at f is
zero, which shows that the velocity is zero.

t1l

13(a)(ii)

a
W : lfld
fr9=ma
a=Q
CI:10 m s-2 (shown)

weight W

gradient = -'10
4-0 -0 = _10
0-f

t=0.40s

[1] free
body
diagram

[1] use of
N2L

13(aXiii) [lJrelate
gradient to
acceleration
[1] time

13(a)(iv) dfstance moved upurards
= area under graph from 0 s to 0.4 s

= -1x 0.4 x 4.0
2

= 0.80 m

Fi=1.0+0,80
H :1.8 m

I1I

t1I

13(bXi) As the ball falls, its velocity inFjeaseq and pir resistance actinq on the
ball increases. The qe.s-Ultgnt force actino on the ball decreaseq and so
its acceleratio n decreases
The weiqht qf;[,he bqll4ti-d the air resistance ac.tihq on it cancel p-Ut at
some point of its motion. There is no resultant force acting on the ball
and it then falls with zero acgelemfisn.

tll

t1I

13(bxii) At terminal velocity, maximum F,r =W
15

maximum F,, =ffi"10
= 0,15 N

t1l

6

T

I
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14
EITHER
1a(aXil 1

17 =---;-
srnc
sinl 1

sinr sinc
sin4So 1

sin 29o

c = 43.3o

stn c
t1 l

t1 I

14{a}(iii When the light ray hits B, it is travelling from an opticatly denser
medium towards a less dense medium.
Since the angle of incidence at B is qreater than the critical angle, the
light ray undergoes total inter.nql reflection and does not emerge frorn
the prism at B.

IrI

1a(a)(iii) White light comprises light of different colours, each with a different
wavelength (or frequency).
Light with different wayelensths will travel at different speeds in the
qlass prism, so they will be refracted at different angles.
Hence light rays emerging from the prism will be dispgrsed into
different colours and emer[e at different ansles.

t1l

l1I

1a(aXiv)

i+s:'.

arg

glass -

D

Refracted ray CD is parallelto AB and drawn with arrow, and
Reflected ray DE has sarne anole of as the anole of
incidence and drawn with anow: [1]
Refracted ray emer$ing at E is horizontal and drawn with arrow: [1]

I2l

14(bXi) Overexposure to ultraviolet radiation can lead to skin cancer, t1l

14(bxii) V =f ).

3,0x108 = f(400x10-e)

f =7,5x1014 Hz t1l

14(bXiii) X-rays or Gamma rays [1]

7
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14 0R
1a{a}{i} 1/ = (2,0)(9i

= 18V t1I

1a(aXii) P.d. across resistor 22-18 4.0 v
Current in resistor = 4.0/3,0 = '1.33 A

11l

t1l

1a{a}(iii} Current in lamp = 2.0 - 1.33 = 0.67 A
Resistance of lamp = 4tO.67 = 6,0 [)

t1l
I1l

1a(a)(iv) When switch S is opened, the potwtial difference across the lamp will
increase (by the potential divider principle).

V,2
The oower dissipated bv the-lamp is thus greater (Po^o = f* )

'lamp

Hence the brightness of the lamp increases.

i1l

t 1 l

14tbxi) Power = eneryyltime
508x103 x3600
365x 24x3600

= 58-0 W 11I

14(b)tii) Cost of using Fridge C for 8 years

=697x0.29xE=$1617.04

Cost of using Fridge D for 8 years
=549x0.29x8=$1273,68

Hence Agnes should buy Fridge D.
Total cost saving over I years = 1617.O4 - 1273.68 - 200 = $143.36 or
$taB {3 s.f.)

t1l
Ill

I


